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Programme 
 

Session 1:  Reflection, Trackers and lesson preparation  page 3            30 mins 

 

Session 2:  Mental mathematics     page 6  30 mins 

 

Session 3: Development in CAPS                   page 7            20 mins 

 

Session 4: Tools for number proficiency    page 11   60 mins          

  

Session 5: Problem Solving, including ratio and rate  page 18 90 mins 

 

Participants summary of key learnings from workshop    10 mins 

PILO Evaluation of workshop        10 mins 

 

 

 

Notes about training:  

Planning for training for Term 1, 2017:  

In discussion with district subject advisors, we identified key areas of Term 1 Maths learning and 

teaching that present difficulties for both teachers and learners. Together we agreed to focus on 

whole numbers and number operations to improve maths proficiency and enhance problem solving 

skills. .  

.  

 
The Tracker Term 1 also provides useful suggestions about lesson preparation, the content and 

the assessment for this term and there are resources at the back of the tracker 
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Session 1: Reflection 
and Trackers   

 
 
 
 
 

The tracker was discussed and written in consultation with district and provincial officials,  
particularly subject advisors, as well as union representatives. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade 4 – 7 Mathematics 

Trackers 

plan and prepare lessons 
 

manage your time well  
 

cover the content of the curriculum  
 

cover content sequentially 
 

 complete the formal assessment required. 

 

 

The tracker helps you to:  The tracker provides classroom management 

tools: 

 Daily tracking to plan and check your pace 

and your content delivery 

 Links to CAPS and work schedule  

 Links to textbook/s and DBE workbook 

 Resources you need in the classroom 

 Assessments and record sheets for the 

Formal Assessment required by CAPS 

 Review and Reflection tools to support you 

in your teaching 

 

Use the tracker, resources and your textbook(s) to plan lessons.  

LESSON PLANNING:  

Lesson Preparation Key steps: Read page 5 – 7 of Tracker 

30 minutes 
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Session 2: Mental Maths and Place Value  
Activity one: Mental maths activity (5 minutes) 

This is a quick activity that focuses mainly on place value, estimating and rounding off. Work 

on your own and complete the following questions. You only have 5 minutes!  

 

 
1. What is the biggest 4-digit number you can make using all the digits 3, 8, 0 and 6? (1) 
 
 __________________ 
 
2.  What is the smallest possible value of a 4-digit number using all the digits 3, 8, 0 and 6?
            (1) 
 
 __________________ 
 
3.  Use the number line to answer the questions below.  
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
      a) Show and write the number which is halfway between 0 and 500 on the number line(1) 
 
      b) Show and write the number which is halfway between 500 and 950.   (1) 
 
 
5. If these numbers are ordered from biggest to smallest, what is the third number? 

 
 90 345,   93 054,  90 534,  93 405,     94 350,     94 503   (1) 
 
__________________ 
 

6. What value does the digit 9 represent in 874 907 116?    (1) 
 
 __________________ 

 
7. What is the place value of the zero in 874 907 116?     (1) 
 
 
 __________________ 
 
8. Round off 974 907 019 as indicated. Match the columns to show your answers.  (2) 
 

i)   to the nearest thousand 

 

1. 974 907 020 

ii)  to the nearest ten 2. 974 910 000 

 

iii)  to the nearest ten thousand 3. 974 907 000 

 

iv)  to the nearest million 4. 975 000 000 

   
 

0 100 500 900 

30 minutes 
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9.  Given that 873 450 ÷ 75 = 11 646, use this to find the following answers without 
 using a calculator.           (4) 
 

 a. 873 450 ÷ 750   b. 87 345 ÷ 750 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 c. 75 ×11 646   d. 75 ×116 460 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
10. The best estimate of the answer to 1 048 × 113 is    
  
 A. 10 000 B.  110 000 C.  1 048 113  D. 100 100     (1) 

 
 

 

 Mark your own work using the memo provided by your facilitator. Note where your own 

difficulties are.  

 

 Work with a partner and identify how Mental Maths questions can be used in your classroom 

– what part of the lesson; how much time; different topics; format; marking.   

 

Why mental maths? 

 

 Learners become familiar and comfortable with calculations through practice. This 

develops their proficiency so that they can calculate with ease. Mental maths tests 

should encourage learners to work on their own and keep improving the time they 

take within a time limit.  

 Mental maths exercises the brain, encouraging and building neural connections! 

 After introducing a new concept, use simple questions about that concept in your 

daily Mental Maths as a way to embed the new knowledge.  

 As maths learning progresses through the curriculum, the more difficult concepts and 

challenging problems still rely on a learner’s ability to do basic calculations. Mental 

maths should become a memory tool that hardly needs thought when you need to 

keep your focus on the problem solving.  

 With practice, the learner begins to identify familiar patterns in other maths concepts 

and the new knowledge is not so unfamiliar. 

 A useful way to introduce daily routine and discipline 

 An easy tool that learners can use to monitor their own progress  

 Mental maths can be oral or written questions that are worked out mentally. 
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Check your knowledge: 

Place value 

Our number system uses a base of 10. The place of a digit in a number gives the digit its value. 

Each place, working from right to left, is ten times bigger than the place before it.  

 

Example:   

The place values for the digits in the number 1 714 073 are shown below 

 

millions  100 
thousands 

10 
thousands 

thousands  hundreds tens units 

1  7 1 4  0 7 3 

 

Activity Two: Place value 

 

1. Look at the example and explain to a partner what place value each use of the digit 1 

represents.  

2. Explain to a partner what the function of zero is in this number. 

3. How do you explain place value to your learners?  

4. Do you keep referring to place value when you use the number operations (addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division)? 

 

Did you know?  

A googol is a number that is much 

bigger than a billion or a trillion!  

 

In 1938, the 9-year-old Milton 

Sirotta, nephew of an American 

mathematician invented a new 

number that he called a googol.  

It is written as 10100, which is 1 

followed by 100 zeroes! 
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Session 3: Development of CAPS 
Activity Three: Comparing Number Work Grade 3 – 7 in CAPS  

An abridged version of the relevant pages from CAPS are provided on the following 4 pages to help you complete the activity.   

Our curriculum for Mathematics across the phases is built progressively, with skills from one phase used and assumed in the next phase.  

1. Read the extract from Grade 3 CAPS below. Identify the basic skills learnt in the Foundation Phase in Number and Number Operations.  

2. How competent are your learners in these FP skills? 

3. How can you include these basic skills into your Intermediate Phase classes? 

4. Read the introduction to Intermediate Phase and Tables 1 and 2. What changes between Grades 4, 5 and 6? What is the same across the 

grades?  

5. Compare Grade 6 with Grade 7. What changes? What is the same in Grade 7 as in Grades 4 – 6?   

Number, operations & relationships 

Foundation Phase: The number range developed by the end of Grade 3 includes whole numbers to at least 1 000. In this phase, the learners’ number concept is developed through work with physical 

objects to count collections of objects, partition and combine quantities, skip count in various ways, solve contextual (word) problems, and build up and break down numbers. (FP CAPS, page 9) 

Number Grade 3 

Grade 3 Estimate and count up to 1 000 objects 
Forwards and backwards to 1 000 in multiples of  
2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100 to 1 000 

Numbers to 999 
Ordinal numbers: Use, read and write ordinal numbers, 
including abbreviated form (1st, 2nd,3rd to 31st) 

Decompose three-digit numbers 
to 999; identify and state value 
of digits 

Read and write number 
symbols and number 
names to 1 000 
 

Number operations Grade 3 
Grade 3 Solve word problems in context and 

explain own solution to problems with answers up to 

999 involving:  

• addition and subtraction 

• multiplication 

• grouping and sharing (of numbers to 100, may have 

remainder) 

• building up and breaking down 

• doubling and halving 

• number lines 

• rounding off in tens 

• Add to 999, Subtract from 999 

• Practise number bonds to 30 

• Multiply any number by 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 to a total of 100 

• Divide numbers up to 100 by 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 

• Use appropriate symbols (+, –, x, ÷, =) 

 

Intermediate Phase: The learner is expected to move from counting reliably to calculating fluently in all four operations. The learner should be 

encouraged to memorise with understanding, multiply fluently, and sharpen mental calculation skills. As the number range for doing calculations 

increases up to Grade 6, learners should develop more efficient techniques for calculations, including using columns and learning how to use the 

20 minutes 
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calculator. These techniques however should only be introduced and encouraged once learners have an adequate sense of place value and 

understanding of the properties of numbers and operations. (IP CAPS, page 13)  

Table 1: 

Number 

Counting, multiples and factors  Describe, order and compare; place value; odd and 

even, prime numbers, rounding off 

Grade 4 • Count to 10 000 in multiples of 2, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50,100 to 

10 000 

• Multiples of 1-digit numbers to at least 100 

• Recognize and use the commutative, associative, and 

distributive properties with whole numbers 

Order, compare and represent numbers to 4-digit numbers 

Place value to 4-digit numbers 

Odd and even to 1 000 

Round off to the nearest 10, 100 and 1 000 

Grade 5 • Count to 10 000 in multiples of any whole number 

• Multiples of 2-digit numbers to at least 100 

• Factors of 2-digit numbers to at least 100 

• Recognize and use the commutative, associative, 

distributive properties of whole numbers 

• 0 in terms of its additive property and 1 in terms of its 

multiplicative property 

Order, compare and represent numbers to 6-digit numbers 

Place value to 6-digit numbers 

Odd and even to 1 000 

Round off to the nearest 5, 10, 100 and 1 000 

Grade 6 • Counting assumed.  

• Number work up to 9-digit numbers 

• Multiples of 2-digit and 3-digit numbers 

• Factors of 2-digit and 3-digit whole numbers 

• Prime factors of numbers to at least 100 

• Recognize and use the commutative, associative, 

distributive properties of whole numbers 

• 0 in terms of its additive property and 1 in terms of its 

multiplicative property 

Order, compare and represent numbers to 9-digit numbers 

Place value to 9-digit numbers 

Prime numbers to 100,  

Round off to the nearest 5, 10, 100, 1 000, 10 000, 

100 000, 1 000 000 
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Table 2: Number operations Grade 4 – 6 

 Number range (all whole numbers)  Problem solving techniques and 

context free techniques 

Solving problems 

Grade 4 • Addition and subtraction to at least 4 digits 

• Multiplication to at least 2-digit by 2-digits 

• Division to at least 3-digit by 1-digit 

 

As for Grade 3 and:  

• estimation, rounding off and 

compensating 

• using addition and subtraction as 

inverse operations 

• using multiplication and division as 

inverse operations 

Grade 4, 5 and 6 

• Solve problems in contexts, including 

whole numbers, including financial and 

measurement contexts 

• comparing two or more quantities of the 

same kind (ratio) 

• comparing two quantities of different 

kinds (rate) 

• grouping and equal sharing with 

remainders 

Grade 5 • Addition and subtraction to at least 5 digits 

• Multiplication to at least 3-digit by 2-digits 

• Division to at least 3-digit by 2-digit 

As for Grade 4 and  

• adding and subtracting in columns 

Grade 6 • Addition and subtraction to at least 6 digits 

• Multiplication to at least 4-digit by 3-digits 

• Division to at least 4-digit by 3-digit 

• Multiple operations with or without brackets 

As for Grade 5 and 

• multiplying in columns 

• long division 

• using a calculator 
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Table 3: Senior Phase:  

Representation of numbers in a variety of ways and moving flexibly between representations. (SP CAPS, page 10) 

Grade 7 Revise the following done in Grade 6:  Recognise and use the commutative; associative; distributive properties of whole 

numbers; recognize and use 0 ito its additive property (identity element for addition); recognize and use 1 ito its 

multiplicative property (identity element for multiplication 

Perform calculations using all four operations on whole numbers, estimating and using 

calculators where appropriate 

• Solve problems involving whole numbers, including 

- comparing two or more quantities of the same kind (ratio) 

- comparing two quantities of different kinds (rate) 

- sharing in a given ratio where the whole is given 

• Solve problems that involve whole numbers, percentages and decimal fractions in financial contexts such as: 

- profit, loss and discount; budgets; accounts; loans; simple interest 

Mental calculations 

• Determine squares to at least 122 and their square roots 

• Determine cubes to at least 63 and cube roots 

Comparing and representing numbers in exponential form 

• Compare and represent whole numbers in exponential form: ab = a x a x a x ... for b number of factors 

Calculations using numbers in exponential form 

• Recognize and use the appropriate laws of operations with numbers involving exponents and square and cube roots 

• Perform calculations involving all four operations using numbers in exponential form, limited to exponents up to 5, and 

square and cube roots 

Solving problems 

• Solve problems in contexts involving numbers in exponential form. 

Multiples and factors 

• Revise the following done in Grade 6: 

-- multiples of 2-digit and 3-digit whole numbers 

-- factors of 2-digit and 3-digit whole numbers 

-- prime factors of numbers to at least 100 

• List prime factors of numbers to at least 3-digit whole numbers 

• Find the LCM and HCF of numbers to at least 3-digit whole numbers, by inspection or factorisation 
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Session 4: Tools for number proficiency  
In this session, we look at multiples, factors, LCM, HCF, prime factors, exponents, square 

and cube numbers and their roots, doubling and halving.  

 

Required prior knowledge 

 Learners who have a wide range of experiences with skip counting (with objects and with 

numbers), repeated addition and multiplication, already have the tools they need!  

 The ability to use multiples, factors, LCM and HCF depends on a good understanding of the 

basics that started being developed in the Foundation Phase.  

 Similarly, an understanding of exponents develops from repeated multiplication in the 

Intermediate Phase. We can use exponents to build an understanding of square numbers, 

cubic numbers, square roots and cube roots. 

 

Once again, the concepts of mathematics are all interlinked and development in one area supports 

growth in another area.   

 

Progression: Throughout the workshop, we look at the progression of concepts from Grade 4 to 

Grade 7. Look out for evidence of the following important ideas from CAPS:  

 

 A gradual move from informal discovery and informal ways to represent answers to more 

formal work that requires clear steps and use of mathematical conventions.  

 A gradual move from use of concrete materials to develop number sense and to solve 

operations, to being able to conceptualise abstractly using numbers and operation symbols.  

 A move from free play, discovery and focused play to written work. 

 A move from informal techniques to more formal techniques 

 A move from intuitive verbal reasoning to formal reasoning based on given mathematical 

understanding.  

 A constant use of a problem solving approach. 

 

 

In the group, list one or two examples from your own experience of the curriculum for each of 

these ideas. 

  

1. Adding numbers using 100 as a „bridge‟.  

Adding in 50s to 500 is easy because every second number is a multiple of 100. We can see 

that there are ten 50s in 500. Adding in 70s to 500 is not as easy, so we can use the 100s as 

stepping stones.  

70 + 30  100 + 40  140 + 60  200 + 10  210 + 70  280 + 20  300 + 50 … 

We add 30 + 40 across the 100, then 60 + 10 across the 200 and so on. 

2. Similarly, we can add onto numbers to reach 100 using 10s as stepping stones. 

Example What number must be added to 37 to get 100? 

37 + 3  40 + 60  100  So we need 63 to get to 100. 37 + 63 = 100 

 

  

60 minutes 
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Activity Four: Proficiency  
 

1. What must be added to each of the following numbers to get 100? 

 

 73 56 66 41 34 23 88 

 

2. Calculate each of the following. Note that you can make the work simple by being smart in 

deciding which addition to do first.  

 

a. 73 + 54 + 27 + 46 + 138  b.   34 + 88 + 41 + 66 + 59 + 12 + 127 

 

Proficiency with skip counting 

3. What strategies can you use to work out how many dots there are in the picture below?   
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Check your knowledge 

Multiples 

 Multiples of a number are the number itself multiplied by a whole number.  

 So 6; 12; 18; 24 …are all multiples of 6. 

 Whole number multiples of a number are greater than or equal to the number.  

Factors  

 Factors of a number are numbers that divide exactly into the number with a whole number 

answer. So 2 is a factor of 6 because 6 ÷ 2 =3 

 Factors of a number can be multiplied together to make the number. So 1and 6 are factors of 6 

because 1 x 6 = 6 and 2 and 3 are factors of 6 because 2 x 3 = 6 

 Whole number factors of a number are less than or equal to the number. For example, 1, 2, 3 

and 6 are less than or equal to 6.   

Prime numbers and prime factors 

 A prime number is a natural number that has only 2 factors, which are 1 and itself.  

 So 3 is a prime number because its factors are only 1 and 3.  

 The prime factors of 6 are 2 and 3 because 2 and 3 are prime.  

 

Activity Five: Multiples, products, factors 
 

When learners work with multiples and factors, make them aware of how they link to multiplication 

and division. Use the terms product, factor and multiple often so that learners become familiar with 

them.  

 

Working with multiples of 10s, 100s and 1 000s 

Learners see patterns in the numbers more easily when working with tens.  

Work with examples like the ones below helps them to see the patterns of multiplication. Notice 

how it links to finding “products” and factors in order to get learners familiar with the terms. Notice 

that the questions demand answers that are factors.  

 

Check with a partner that you can answer these questions: 

1. 

a) Write 10 000 as a product of 10 and one other number.  

b) Write 10 000 as a product of 100 and one other number. 

c) Write 100 000 as a product of 10 and one other number. 

d) Write 100 000 as a product of 1 000 and one other number. 

e) Write 1 000 000 as a product of 1 000 and one other number. 

 

2.   Now work with a partner through this question. Although it is given a context, the question    

      encourages a learner to think about skip counting with large amounts of money.  

      In each of the tins below, there are three R10 notes, three R20 notes, three R100 notes and  

      three R200 notes.  

      Zain wants to know what the total value of all the R10 notes in all the tins is. He decides to find  

      this out by counting in 30s, so he says: thirty, sixty, ninety … and so on while he points at one  

      tin after another.   
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a) Complete Zain‟s counting: thirty, sixty, ninety … 

b) Count in 300s to find out what the total value of the R100 notes in the tins is. 
 

 
 

 
3. a) Use your knowledge of times tables and of multiples of 10 to complete the table.  

 

 
b) What can learners learn from completing this table (or similar ones)? 

 

 

Activity Six: Doubling and halving 

 
1. Write the next three numbers in the patterns below:  

a) 1; 2; 4; 8; 16; ….    b) 3; 6; 12; 24; … 

c) 5; 10; 20; 40; …    d) 5; 10; 15; 20; … 

e) 6; 12; 24; 48; … 

 

2. Which of these patterns are not doubling patterns? Why do you say so? 
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Doubling can be used to do multiplication  

Example:  

We can find the answer to 29 x 8 using doubling. 

8 doubled is 16  (2 x 8 = 16) 

16 doubled is 32  (4 x 8 = 32) 

32 doubled is 64  (8 x 8 = 64) 

64 doubled is 128 (16 x 8 = 128)   

If we double again, we will get 32 x 8, which is too big.   

We can use our answers so far to get to 29: 16 x 8 + 8 x 8 + 4 x 8 makes 28 x 8. 

So 28 x 8 = 128 + 64 + 32 = 224. Add one more 8 to get 29 x 8 = 232. 

 

Written down, this seems complicated, but it can be done mentally quite easily. We are using 

easy calculations to build up the answer to a more difficult calculation.  

 

3.  Work in the same way as the example to calculate    a)    37 x 21 b)   17 x 41 

 

4. Continue each repeated halving pattern as far as you can. 

a) 1 024 512 256 128  ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 

 

Use the pattern in 4a) to answer the next question: 

 

b) 64 000   32 000   16 000   ____    ____    ____    ____   ____    ____    ____ 

 

Halving can be used to do multiplication 

Example:  37 x 28 

 

Plan: We will aim to find 25 x 28 using 100, then 10 x 28 and then 2 x 28.  

 

100 x 28 = 2 800  halve to get 50 x 28 = 1 400  halve again to get 25 x 28 = 700.  

So far we have 25 x 28 = 700. We just need to find 10 x 28 and 2 x 28 (25 + 10 + 2 = 37) 

10 x 28 = 280 and 2 x 28 = 56.  

Add 700, 280 and 56 to get the answer. 700 + 280 = 980  + 20  1 000  +36  1 036. 

 

5.  80 x 78 = 6 240. Use this information to find: 

 

a) 20 x 78   b)   37 x 78  

 

6. If chickens cost R27 each, how many chickens can you buy for R2 400? 

 

7. Use halving to work out how many books a school can buy with R5 000. The books cost R67 

each.  

Note: Refer to FG for the suggested answers.  
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Order of operations (Social knowledge) 

Consider the answer to the following expression: 5 + 2 x 3 – 7  

Is it 14 or is it 4?  

Suppose there was no convention for the order of number operations. Then the answer could be 

14, 4 or even –8 (if you start with 3 – 7). If we don‟t have a context, we will have different answers 

to this question.  

Now look at these two problems. Work out the answers.  

1. If you double 3, then add 5 and subtract 7.   

2. Two boys and five girls are each given 3 sweets by an older brother. Just before he leaves, he 

decides to take 7 sweets back for himself. How many sweets does each child get?  

Do you see that the context determined the answer?  

So we introduce what are called mathematical conventions. Mathematicians world over, made an 

agreement about the order of operations.  

 We work out the answers inside brackets first.  

 If there are exponents, work them out next 

 We multiply and divide before we add and subtract, working from left to right in the 

expression.  

If you teach BODMAS (or BEDMAS / BIDMAS), be aware that we work with multiplication and 

division first and then adding and subtracting, always working from left to right.   

Example: Without working out the answer, explain the order in which you will calculate:  

 9 + (3 + 5 x 32) ÷ 3 + 1 

Then calculate your answer. Is it  

 A. 28 B. 20 C. 22 D. None of these? 

 

Activity Seven: Does order matter in number operations? 
1. Do not calculate the expressions below. Just answer these questions about them.  

a) Will A and B have the same answer? 

b) Will G and H have the same answer? 

c) Will A and D have the same answer? 

d) Will A and G have the same answer? 

e) Will A and F have the same answer? 

f) Will D and E have the same answer? 

 

A. 5 x (200 + 3)   B. 5 x 200 + 3 

C. 5 x 200 + 5 x 3  D.  5 + 200 x 3 

E. (5 + 200) x 3   F. (200 + 3) x 5 

G. 5 x 203   H. 5 x 100 + 5 x 103 

I. 5 x 300 – 5 x 70 

 

For Grade 7 teachers: If they have the same answer, which mathematics convention was used -  

the commutative, associative or distributive law?  
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Number operations: Using understanding or using rules 

First we look at learner misunderstandings. Look at the example of a learner answer to a 4-digit by 

2-digit question below. Discuss what rules the learners try to use, but didn‟t understand. 

Did you see that the learner lined up columns correctly to get place values correct. In her first line 

of multiplying 5 x 3 107, she did not know what to do with 0 x 5 + 3 in the tens column. In the 

second line, she started correctly, but again the zero in 3 107 was an obstacle. She was given a 

mark by marker and moderator for adding her own two answers together correctly at the end.    

 

Understanding calculations: Magic or logic? 

There are no “magic” tricks involved when solving mathematical problems. Mathematics has 

conventions and rules e.g. the order of numbers, the order of operations (multiply and divide 

before you add and subtract). With a good understanding of the conventions and rules, any 

problem can be solved. Too often, we use rules and steps to get the right answer, without 

understanding how and why the rules work before using them.  

 

Example: 
A learner subtracts two numbers and gets the answer using vertical adding: 
Can you identify why she has the wrong answer? 
 
The learner is taught that you cannot subtract a bigger number from a smaller 
number! She sees that the 5 is bigger than the 4, so she subtracts 5 – 4 to get 1. She sees 
each digit in the numbers separately and does not recognise that 574 is bigger than 365. 
 
Instead of vertical subtraction, you could use “compensating”: 
**  74 – 64 = 10, so 74 – 65 = 9.  
       500 – 300 = 200. So the answer is 209.  
**  Or build up from 365 to 400 to get 35. 400 to 574 is 174.  
 174 + 35 = 174 + 26 to get up to 200 + 9 (26 + 9 = 35), so the answer is 209.  
This is easy to see on a number line:  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

    574 

 – 365 

     211 

174 

574 400 365 

35 
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Session 5: Problem solving  
 
Popular classroom practice is to do problem solving at the end, after teaching all the necessary 

concepts and number operations. At this stage, learners must solve problems using the maths that 

they know. Problem solving skills are not taught.  

 

However, research has found that this logic is not necessarily true.  

Aarnout Brombacher suggests that “in order to develop a sound understanding of the basic 

operations; and a range of effective computational strategies, children need to be exposed to a 

range of different types of problems”.  

 

Activity Eight: Thinking about problem solving skills 
1. Should we teach number operations and strategies first and then problem solving, or  should we 

teach problem solving first?  

2. What is the purpose of doing so much problem solving?  

3. At what point do you tell the learners what the answer is?   

 

A recent learning that has been rediscovered (since it has been understood before!) is that 

learners need to struggle with problems by themselves before you give them too many clues or 

methods … or the answer.  

 

With a partner, read the following insights made by Hanlie Murray (Learning and teaching 

Mathematics, No 13, 2012).She outlines some of the reasons for learners having difficulties with 

problem solving.  

Murray suggests that although it is clear that the language and grammatical constructions used 

cause major problems, especially you are learning in language other than your home language, 

the following are also important factors:  

1. The mathematical structure of the problem 

2. The number sizes and kinds of numbers involved 

3. The context used for the problem, for example, shopping, sports, a trip 

4. The learner‟s beliefs about what mathematics is and what the teacher expects from her 

5. The teacher‟s beliefs about what mathematics is, how mathematics is learnt, and how 

children learn mathematics. 

 

There is an obvious difference between the mathematical structures of the following problems, 

which all have the same mathematic structure: 

 Tsakane has R12. She spends R7. How much money does she have left? 

Tsakane has R5. She needs R12. How much money must she still get? 

Tsakane has R12. Her brother has R5. How much more money does she have than her 

brother? 

Learners can find different ways of using adding, subtracting or counting on to answer these 

questions. However, if learners have not been exposed to these different ways of asking the 

question, they may find it extremely difficult to answer a simple question.   

 

Murray also notes that “many teachers believe division to be difficult and consequently hold back 

the division type problems until later and by this very act prevent learners from becoming familiar 

with the mathematical structures of the different division problems”. 

90 minutes 
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Learners also experience the context as an obstacle to dealing with word problems: 

They are not familiar with the context, or the context has unpleasant connotations for them (e.g. a 

family trip); limited contexts prevent them from generalizing their knowledge to other contexts 

The learners‟ beliefs about what is expected of them can also be an obstacle.  

 

This includes beliefs about (i) the nature of mathematics and how mathematics is practised, (ii) 

how mathematics is learnt, and (iii) what the teacher values and how the teacher can be pleased. If 

the learner believes that mathematics is a „box of tricks‟; that the algorithms (methods) to solve a 

problem have to be retrieved from memory and applied, and that the teacher expects the learner to 

solve the problem in a particular way using a method preferred by the teacher, the learner is 

almost forced into perceiving the problem posed not as something to make sense of, and to solve 

as such.  

The learner actually solves a different problem: that of figuring out what the teacher would like her 

to do. The problem, and careful reading of the problem, therefore becomes less important than 

guessing what the teacher‟s expectations are. 

 

Linked to this are the teacher‟s beliefs about the nature of mathematics and how mathematics is 

best learnt 

This will determine where in the learning sequence word problems should feature and how they 

should be used (for example as starting points to stimulate thinking or purely as applications). It will 

also determine how the problems are selected and sequenced, and how the activities involving 

word problems are structured – are the problems discussed, will different voices be heard, will 

learners be encouraged to reflect by inviting explanations and argument? All the above, in turn, 

influence learners‟ knowledge of the different problem structures and their willingness and ability to 

make sense of a given problem. 

 

 

 

Activity Nine: Problem Types 
 

Note: Problem solving types in CAPS Grades 4 – 7  

CAPS provides a summary of the types of problems teachers and learners need to be able to 

engage with. Refer to CAPS, Intermediate Phase, pages 120 – 121; 210 – 211; 290 – 291  

 

Work with a partner.  

1. Use any five questions from the CAPS pages for your grade. For each question:  

a. identify the context and the key words and numbers.  

b. write a number sentence  

c. explain what kind of question it is (summation, increase, ratio etc).  

d. suggest different ways learners can use to solve the problem.   
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Activity Ten: Problem solving 
 

Work in a group. Choose three problems, one from each level below. As you solve the problem, 

think about what thinking is needed; what concepts need to be understood and how does your 

brain need to work to complete the activity? 

Level One 

 
Multiply the largest 3-digit number by the 
smallest 3-digit number and add 100. What is 
the answer?  

 
What is the difference between the largest and 
the smallest 3-digit number using the digits 7, 8 
and 9? 

 
Bob has 30 sweets and Bill has 12 sweets. 
They want to share them equally between 14 
children. How many sweets does each child 
get?  
 

 
Share 57 jelly beans into groups of 5.  
 
Share 57 jelly beans into groups of 7.  
 
Share 57 jelly beans into groups of 9.  

 
The Nile River is 6 853 km long and the 
Amazon river is 6 992 km long. How much 
longer is the Amazon than the Nile? 

 
In a school hall, there are 880 chairs in 44 rows. 
How many chairs are in each row?  
 

 
20 more than a number is 86.  
What is the number? 
 

 
What do you get if you increase 333 by 499?  
 

 
If 3 bread rolls cost 60 cents, how much do 7 

bread rolls cost?  

 

 
What number cannot be written as a sum of 2 
consecutive numbers? For example, 3 + 4 = 7 
 
A.  17  B.  41     C. 66 D. 69 

 
Level Two 

 
At a school function, for every boy who is 
awarded two prizes, there are twice as many 
girls who receive prizes. If 36 prizes are 
awarded altogether, how many were awarded to 
boys? 

 
Thando has R777 and Thabo has R1 111. How 
much money must Thabo give Thando so that 
they each have the same amount of money?  

 
What is the maximum sum of the digits on a 
digital clock at any one time between midnight 
and noon?  

 
What is the maximum sum of the digits on a 
digital clock at any one time between noon and 
midnight?  

 
A group of 4 adults and 5 children go to a 
concert. It costs R390. How much does each 
adult pay if children only pay half price? 

 
2 cereal bars and 3 bottles of milk cost R5,50.  
2 cereal bars and 2 bottles of milk cost R4,40. 
How much is one cereal bar? 

What is the ratio of the circles to the number of 
shapes? Give the answer in the simplest form. 
 
 
 

 
Divide 144 into 3 in the ratio 7 : 8 : 9 
 

 
How many tricycles and how many bicycles if 

there are 9 in total with 20 wheels.  

And if there are 23 wheels? 

 
Nicky drives for 3½ hours at an average speed 

of 80 km/h. how far does he drive?  
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Level Three 

 
Farmworkers collect and weigh cocoa beans on 
a plantation. 400 beans weigh 1 pound or 0,45 
kg. What is the weight of 60 000 beans in 
kilograms?  
 

 
Which is bigger? 
 
22222222 x 88 or 88888888 x 22? 

 
There are 16 runners in a race. Four times as 
many children finished after Jane as those who 
finished before her. In which place did Jane 
finish?  
 

 
What number divided by 2001 is the same as if 
it was multiplied by 2001?  

A. 1 B.  2001 C. 0 D.   

 

 
Which is smallest?  
 
A. (2 x 3)2  B.  22 x 3  C.  2 x 32 

 

 
Without calculating answers, which has the 
biggest answer?  
 

A. 183 x 3 x 175       B. 1 x 3 x 175 x 183 
C.  175 x 183 x 3       D. 3 x 183 x 175 

 

 
What is the difference between the sum of the 
20 largest 2-digit numbers and the 20 smallest 
2-digit numbers? 
 

 
What number cannot be written as a product of 
consecutive numbers?  
 
A.  56   B.  90  C. 16 D. 20 
 

 
A survey of pets owned by 36 children is done. 

8 have no pets, 15 have a dog and 26 have a 

cat. How many have a cat and a dog?  

 

 

 

More problems  
1. Find quick ways to calculate the amount of change you will get each time: 

  

a) You pay for a food bill of R1 638,95 with 9  R200 notes. 

b) Your Primary School spends R12 785 on fencing.  

They pay the company with 130  R100 notes. 

c) A local church group spends R9 405 for hiring equipment for a community event. 

They pay with 50  R200 notes.  

 

2. Jonas and his two daughters go shopping. When he had bought the groceries on his list, 

his daughters asked for some apples and yoghurt which cost R18,65. His budget for 

shopping is R250.  

2 litres of oil  R18,60 4 litres of milk  R24  2 kg of sugar  R17,50 

4 kg meat R87,50 5 kg of maize 
meal 

R26 1 kg of coffee R15,40 

1 packet of tea R14,25 1 kg of bananas R17,40  1 kg of onions R7,75 
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a) Estimate the cost of the groceries Jonas has bought so far. 

b) Based on your estimate, does he have enough money to buy the yoghurt and  

  apples?  

c) Compare your estimations with a partner. Discuss some of the quick ways to  

  estimate your total. Use a calculator to find the actual amounts and check how  

  close your estimations were. 
 

About Ratios  

A ratio is a mathematical way of comparing two quantities or amounts of the same kind.  

 We use a colon ( : ) to show ratio between two numbers.  

 The order of the numbers in a ratio is important. 3 : 2 does not mean the same as 2 : 3.  

 A ratio can only be used to compare quantities of the same kind, quantities measured in the 

same units e.g. seconds with seconds; kilograms with kilograms.  

 So when finding a ratio of two quantities, you need to convert the measurements to the same 

units.  

 The unit used is not written into the ratio. So 3 : 4 cannot be written as 3 kg : 4 kg.  

 

Example 1:  

250 g cannot be compared to 1 kg in a ratio, but you can find the ratio of 250 g to 1 000 g. 

We can write the ratio as 250 : 1 000.   

The ratio of 1 000 g to 250 g is written as 1 000 : 250.  

 

Example 2:  

A recipe uses 2 cups of water for every cup of rice. So the ratio of water to rice is 2 : 1.  

If you use 4 cups of rice, you will need 4 times the amount of water, which is 8 cups of water. 

Here the “unit” used is number of cups.   

Simplifying ratios 

To write ratios in their simplest form, we can divide each part of the ratio by the same number. 

 4 : 8 = 1 : 4 (divide each part by 4)   4 : 8 and 1 : 4 are equivalent ratios.  

 12 : 36 is 1 : 3 (divide each part by 12). 12 : 36 and 1 : 3 are equivalent ratios.  

 

Example: 

To find the ratio of 600 m to 2 km in the simplest form:  

Convert 2 km to 2 000 m 

 So the ratio is 600 : 2 000 = 6 : 20 = 3 : 10 

 

Use a common factor of both quantities to reduce the ratio to the lowest natural numbers. 

 

Writing ratios and simplifying them  

 

2. Fill in the missing numbers to make these ratios equivalent.  

a) 3 : 2 = 9 : ___   b) 5 : 3 = 20 : ___   

 

3. Write these ratios in their simplest form: 

 a) 1 m to 60 cm   b) 40 cm to 2 m 

 c) 1,2 hours to 45 minutes d) 2,5 hrs to hr 
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Using ratios  

Example 1: 

In a class at Kwazenzele Primary School, there are six tables of children. At each table, there are 4 

girls and 1 boy.  

 

G G G G B G G G G B G G G G B G G G G B G G G G B G G G G B 

 

The ratio of boys to girls in a classroom is 1 : 4. For every one boy there are 4 girls. 

1 out of every 5 children is a boy and 4 out of every 5 children are girls. 

 of the children are boys and   of the children are girls. 

If there are 40 children in the class, you can find out how many are girls and how many are boys. 

 of 40 = 8 boys  

 So  = 8 × 4 = 32 girls. Or we can say  of 40 = (40 – 8) = 32 girls 

Example 2: 

Divide an amount of R40 in the ratio of 3 : 5.  

We need to know how many parts to divide R40 into. 3 parts and 5 parts is 8 parts altogether.  

We can express the ratios in fraction form out of 8.  

 of R40 =  = R15 

of R40 =  = R25 

 Check:   R15 + R25 = R40 So R40 in the ratio 3 : 5 is 15 : 25. 

 

Rate  

A rate is a way of comparing two different kinds of quantities. Because the quantities are of 

different kinds, we cannot write them as a ratio.  

 

The word „rate‟ is often used to describe a quantity against time:  

 distance covered against time 

 progress of construction against time 

 number of mental maths problems solved against time!  

 

When we calculate the cost of a quantity by its measurements, this is also rate: 

 cost per kilogram of meat  

 rands per litre of milk 

 rands per metre of material 

 rands per dollar (exchange rate)  

 

Speed is the rate of distance covered over time. We measure the speed of a car in km/h, a running 

speed in m/s, or the growth rate of a child in cm/year.  

Using this rate, we get the formula for speed:     

 

Solving rate problems 

1. I travel at an average speed of 70 km per hour.  

 a) How long will it take to travel 280 km? 

 b) How long will it take to travel 735 km? 
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 c) How far can I travel in 5½ hours? 

 d) How far can I travel in 12 minutes?  

2. The cost of chicken is R35 per kilogram. Sam needs to buy 5 kg for his special chicken 

 recipe. How much will he pay? 

3. If Aziz pays R224 for 7 metres of material, what is the cost per metre of material? 

4. If eggs cost R13 per dozen, how many dozen eggs will cost R32,50? 

5. Bruce is a Formula One racing driver. He wins a race that is 50 laps of a course of 6 km in 

 1 hour 12 minutes. What is his average speed?    

 

Exponents, squares and cubes and their roots 

 There is the same number of zeroes in the answer as the number of tens you multiplied.    

One hundred = 10 × 10 = 102 

One thousand = 10 × 10 × 10 = 103 

Ten thousand = 10 × 10 × 10 × 10 = 104 

 

 When you read these numbers, you can say “10 to the power of 2”, “10 to the power of 3” etc.  

 In these examples, 10 is called the base and 2 is called the exponent. 

 When you use exponential notation, the base does not have to be 10.  

 Example:  2 × 2 × 2 = 23 = 8 

 

 

 

 

3. Calculate the value of the powers (without using a calculator):  

a) 42  b) 33  c) 54 

d) 63  e) 107  f) 25 

Square numbers 

To find the square of a number, multiply the number by itself.  

The square of 3 is 32 = 3 × 3 = 9. So 9 is a perfect square number. 

   A square number can represent the area of a square.  

  Each square in this diagram has a length of 1 cm.  

  So each square has an area of 1 cm × 1 cm = 1 cm2. 

  The area of the whole square is 3 cm × 3 cm = 9 cm2. 

 

 
 

Square roots 

To find the square root of a square number, you need a number multiplied by itself.  

The square root of 25 is written: .    has two possible answers.  

 because 5 × 5 = 25;    or  because –5 × –5 = 25. 
 

Note: By convention,  without the  sign is understood to have a positive square root only.  

 

  

   

   

   

23  
 

power 

 
base 

 

exponent 

 
power 

 
base 

 

exponent 
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Activity Eleven: Squares and square roots 

 
1. Find the area of the squares that have sides:  

a)  7 m  b)  9 km c)  11 cm d)  100 cm 

2. Find all the square numbers between 1 and 150. Draw squares to represent the first 5 

 square numbers.    

4. Calculate: 

a)   b)   c)   

d)   e)   f)  

 

5. Find the length of the sides of squares with the following areas:  

a) 9 cm2  b) 121 cm2   c) 64 m2 

d) 144 m2  e) 10 000 km2 

Conversions 

If a square has an area of 25 cm2, then its sides are 5 cm. If we convert 5 cm to 50 mm, 

then the area of the square is 50 mm × 50 mm = 2 500 mm2. 

6. Calculate the side length and the area of the squares in Question 5 if: 

 a) and b) are given in mm; c) and d) are given in cm and e) is given in m.   

 

Discuss:  

For a number to be a perfect square, the square root must be a whole number  

e.g. 144 is a perfect square, because its square roots are 12 or –12.  

The square root of a perfect square is a positive integer or a negative integer.  

 You can use the square root sign  on your calculator to find the square root of any positive 

number. If the number is not a perfect square, its roots will be irrational. 

e.g.     

 1 km × 1 km = 1 km2, so 1 000 m × 1 000 m = 106 m2 = 1 km2 

Similarly, 1 m = 100 cm, but 1 m2 = 100 cm × 100 cm = 10 000 cm2 

and 1 cm = 10 mm, but 1 cm2 = 10 mm × 10 mm = 100 cm2 

Cubic numbers 

The cube of 2, or “two cubed” is 23 = 2 × 2 × 2 = 8.  

A cubic number can represent a cube with all sides equal.   

 

 43 = 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 64 is a cubic number. 

 

 

 

The volume of the cube is 4 cm × 4 cm × 4 cm, which is 64 cm3.  

The unit of volume in this case is a cubic centimetre which you write as cm3. 

Cube roots 

When you are given the volume of a cube you can find the length of the sides by finding the cube 

root of the volume. The symbol for cubed root is .  

Look at these two examples: 

is 2 because 2 × 2 × 2 = 8  is 3 because 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 

4 cm 

4 cm 

4 cm 
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Activity Twelve: cubes and cube roots 
  

1. Use the cubes to complete the table 

 

 

 

 

1 × 1 ×1 cube 2 × 2 × 2 cube 3 × 3 × 3cube 4 × 4 × 4 cube 

Cube 1  Cube 2  Cube 3  Cube 4  

Length of side of the cube 1 2 3 4 5 

Number of small cubes (volume)      
 

 

2. Calculate: 

a) 63  b) 33   c) 13 

d) 73  e) 93  f) 123    

3. Calculate the volume of the following cubes: 

a) a water tank with a width of 2 m. 

b) a box of sweets with a length of 10 cm. 

c) a box of chalk with a height of 8 cm. 
 

4. Copy and complete this table to find the first ten cubic numbers and their cube roots. 
  

Cubic numbers 1 8 27        

Cube roots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

5. Calculate: 

a)   b)   c)  × 9 

d)    e)  + 42 f) (2 × 3) + 2 + 32 
 

6. Find the length of the sides of cubes with these volumes in cubic millimetres. 
 

Volume  1 000 mm3 27 000 mm3 2 16 000 mm3 64 000 mm3 

Length of each side     
 

7. Convert each volume and length in Question 6 to cm3 and cm respectively.  

Discuss:  

 A cubic number is a number that has three identical factors e.g.  

2 × 2 × 2 =23 = 8.  

 The volume of a cube can be found by finding the cube of the length. So if you know the 

length of one side, you can find the volume of the cube.  

 Similarly the length of the sides of a cube can be found by finding the cubic root of the 

volume.  

 You can use the cube root sign on your calculator to find the cube root of any number.  

 It is useful to memorise the first ten or so cubed numbers and cubed roots.  

 Only perfect cubes have answers that are whole numbers.  

  
  

  
  

   
  

  
  

 
 

 
 

      
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  


